We analytically and numerically investigate the steady-state entanglement and coherence of two coupled qubits each interacting with a local boson or fermion reservoir, based on the Bloch-Redfield master equation beyond the secular approximation. We find that there is non-vanishing steady-state coherence in the nonequilibrium scenario, which grows monotonically with the nonequilibrium condition quantified by the temperature difference or chemical potential difference of the two baths. The steady-state entanglement, in general, is a non-monotonic function of the nonequilibrium condition as well as the bath parameters in the equilibrium setting. We also discover that weak inter-qubit coupling and high base temperature or chemical potential of the baths can strongly suppress the steady-state entanglement and coherence, regardless of the strength of the nonequilibrium condition. On the other hand, the energy detuning of the two qubits, when used in a compensatory way with the nonequilibrium condition, can lead to significant enhancement of the steady-state entanglement in some parameter regimes. In addition, the qubits typically have a stronger steady-state entanglement when coupled to fermion baths exchanging particles with the system than boson baths exchanging energy with the system, under similar conditions. We also identify a close connection between the energy current flowing through the system and the steady-state coherence. Preliminary investigations suggest that these results are insensitive to the form of the reservoir spectral densities in the Markovian regime. Feasible experimental realization of measuring the steady-state entanglement and coherence is discussed for the coupled qubit system in nonequilibrium environments. Our findings offer some general guidelines for optimizing the steady-state entanglement and coherence in the coupled qubit system and may find potential applications in quantum information technology.
I. INTRODUCTION
Entanglement and coherence are fundamental concepts in quantum mechanics and key resources in quantum information processing [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . In practice, a quantum system inevitably interacts with its surrounding environments, deteriorating useful quantum resources such as entanglement and coherence very quickly as a result of the decoherence process [7, 8] . It is thus critical to study the generation, control and protection of entanglement and coherence in the context of open quantum systems. Recently, there has been a growing interest in the study of open quantum systems in nonequilibrium environments [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . It has been suggested that entanglement and coherence can survive in nonequilibrium steady states sustained by nonequilibrium environments in constant exchange of matter, energy and information with the quantum system . The nonequilibrium conditions in the environments are maintained by a constant temperature difference or chemical potential difference that drives the flow of energy or matter through the quantum system and the environments, sustaining a steady deviation from the thermodynamic equilibrium [32] [33] [34] [35] . The sur-viving quantum features in nonequilibrium steady states open new doors to the generation, protection and control of quantum resources in open quantum systems through nonequilibrium conditions.
The simplest model imaginable that allows for the investigation of entanglement and coherence in nonequilibrium steady states is probably a coupled qubit system interacting with two reservoirs. As a simple model the two-qubit system has been investigated in various settings [12-19, 36-58, 60-62] . The concept of thermal entanglement was proposed in a spin chain system at thermal equilibrium [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] . The dynamical evolution of the entanglement was explored for two uncoupled qubits interacting with two reservoirs [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] . The coupled qubit system has also been investigated when time-dependent external driving is present [60] [61] [62] . The steady-state entanglement of two coupled qubits interacting with two reservoirs have been extensively studied based on Markovian quantum master equations under the secular approximation [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] . Some aspects of the non-Markovian effects in the two-qubit system has also been explored [46, [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] . In this paper, we analytically and numerically investigate the steady-state entanglement and coherence of the coupled qubit system interacting with two independent boson or fermion reservoirs that can exchange energy (boson reservoir) or particle (fermion reservoir) with the system in both equilibrium and nonequilibrium settings, with an emphasis on the entanglement in the nonequilibrium setting.
We adopt a quantum master equation approach in the framework of the Born-Markov approximation, without performing the frequently applied secular approximation. The non-secularized Markovian quantum master equation is usually referred to as the Bloch-Redfield equation [63, 64] , which has found wide applications in the study of nuclear magnetic resonance [65] , chemical dynamical systems [66] , quantum transport [67, 68] , and photosynthetic reactions [69, 70] . A known issue related to the Bloch-Redfield equation is that it does not guarantee a priori the positivity of the density matrix in the time evolution, which has been a subject of debate with a long history [67, 70, 71] . This point has been used to argue for secularizing the Bloch-Redfield equation in favor of the Lindblad equation that is completely positive. However, the secularized master equation ignores important effects such as nonequilibrium steady-state coherence [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] . Moreover, the validity of secularization in certain situations has been questioned as the procedure may lead to physically inconsistent results, such as disregarding the nonequilibrium flux inside a composite system [26] and violation of conservation laws [72] . A partial secular approximation scheme has been proposed to limit the indiscriminate use of the secularization procedure [70, 74] . Furthermore, some studies have suggested that positivity of the density matrix in the Bloch-Redfield equation can be restored without the secular approximation, provided that the initial conditions are restricted to those compatible with the system-bath correlations [75] , a consistent noise model for the bath is used [70] , and the Markovian approximation is truly honored [73] . Basically, violation of positivity is an indication that the equation has been applied outside its range of validity, and thus positivity may be guaranteed by operating inside its validity regimes. However, it is in general a highly nontrivial task to quantify the validity regime of a master equation. For an exactly solvable model of boson modes coupled to boson baths [32] [33] [34] , certain aspects of the validity regime of Markovian master equations have been investigated [73, 76] . Yet much more work is still needed before this issue can be fully understood and resolved. In this study we employ the non-secularized Bloch-Redfield equation and exercise caution in working within parameter regimes ensuring the positivity of the density matrix. We make comments if the issue of violation of positivity arises. A full quantification of the validity regime of the equation is reserved for future work.
We analytically solve the steady state of the BlochRedfield equation for the coupled qubit system in the general nonequilibrium setting for both boson and fermion baths, even when the two qubits have an energy detuning. The analytical solution offers insights on the behaviors of the steady-state entanglement and coherence in some extreme parameter regimes, which can be extrapolated to account for their features in moderate parameter regimes where the analytical solution may not be so apt to generate insights. Numerical results are also used in this work as a consistency check for the analytical solution and to explore wider parameter regimes that are difficult to access directly from the analytical solution. Combined with the perspective that the concurrence quantifying the entanglement between the coupled qubits can be interpreted as a competition between coherence and population in the bare-state representation, numerical results can provide another view on some features of the steadystate entanglement.
We investigate the steady-state entanglement and coherence first for the equilibrium setup and then move on to the nonequilibrium scenario. Within each setting we study the boson and fermion bath case, respectively. The steady-state entanglement in relation to the detuning of the two qubits and the nonequilibrium condition are studied in the entanglement phase diagrams. We also present some preliminary results on the effect of spectral densities and the connection to energy current. Generally speaking, we find that the steady-state coherence (in the eigen-state representation) has a simpler behavior, while the steady-state entanglement displays more complicated features. More specifically, the steady-state coherence vanishes in the equilibrium scenario as a result of decoherence, and grows monotonically with the nonequilibrium condition characterized by the temperature difference or chemical potential difference. This nonequilibrium steady-state coherence would have been ignored by the secularized quantum master equation. On the other hand, the steady-state entanglement in general varies non-monotonically with the bath parameters (temperatures or chemical potentials as well as their differences) in both equilibrium and nonequilibrium settings. Too weak inter-qubit coupling strength and too high base temperature or chemical potential of the baths both have destructive effects on the steady-state entanglement and coherence, regardless of the strength of the nonequilibrium condition. Combining the detuning of the two qubits with the nonequilibrium condition in a compensatory way (i.e., the qubit with a higher frequency is coupled to the bath with a lower temperature or chemical potential) can lead to significant improvement in the steady-state entanglement (5 ∼ 10 times in some parameter regimes) compared to the equilibrium symmetric qubit case. In addition, fermion baths that exchange particles with the system typically has a beneficial effect on entanglement enhancement, in comparison with boson baths that exchange energy with the system. We also observe a close connection between the energy current and the coherence at the steady state. Preliminary investigations suggest that, in the Markovian regime, our results are not sensitive to the form of the spectral densities of the reservoirs. We also discuss feasible experimental realization of measurements of the steady-state entanglement and coherence for nonequilibrium two-qubit systems. These results provide some general guidelines for enhancing the steady-state entanglement and coherence in the coupled qubit system, which may have potential applications in quantum information processing.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we describe the model and derive the quantum master equation beyond the secular approximation. In Sec. III, we provide an interpretation of the concurrence that quantifies entanglement as a competition between coherence and population in the bare-state representation. The steady-state entanglement and coherence for the equilibrium and nonequilibrium scenarios are studied in Sec. IV and Sec. V, respectively, for symmetric qubits without energy detuning. In Sec. VI, we discuss the analytical solution and the entanglement phase diagrams for asymmetric qubits with an energy detuning. Some preliminary investigations on the effect of spectral densities and the connection to energy current are presented in Sec. VII. The conclusion is summarized in Sec. VIII. The dynamical equations for the density matrix elements and the method of solving analytically the steady state of the Bloch-Redfield equation are given in the Appendix.
II. MODEL AND MASTER EQUATION
The model under consideration is illustrated in Fig. 1 . Two qubits (or two-level systems) are coupled to each other, and each qubit is embedded in its own reservoir that follows either bosonic or fermionic statistics. The Hamiltonian for the total system reads H = H s +H R +V , where ( = k B = 1 in the following)
H s is the Hamiltonian of the coupled qubit system, where ω 1 and ω 2 are the respective energy-level spacings (frequencies) of the two qubits and λ is the inter-qubit coupling strength. H R is the free Hamiltonian of the reservoirs, where
are the annihilation (creation) operators for the k-th mode with frequencies ω ck and ω dk in the reservoirs in contact with qubit 1 and 2, respectively. The last term V is the qubit-reservoir interaction Hamiltonian under the rotating wave approximation, and g k and f k are the qubit-reservoir coupling strengths assumed to be real.
The eigen-energies and the corresponding eigen-states of the Hamiltonian for the coupled qubit system H s are obtained as follows [17] : 
is the Rabi frequency, and θ ∈ [0, π] is the mixing angle defined by tan θ = λ/∆. In the symmetric qubit case ∆ = ω 1 − ω 2 = 0, we have θ = π/2. For the asymmetric qubit case, θ = arctan(λ/∆) when ω 1 > ω 2 and θ = π +arctan(λ/∆) when ω 1 < ω 2 . Notice that to guarantee the validity of the rotating wave approximation in the qubit-reservoir interaction Hamiltonian, it is required that λ < 2 √ ω 1 ω 2 , which implies δ > Ω and thus the eigen-energies form an ordered sequence E 1 > E 3 > E 4 > E 2 . A schematic representation of the eigen-energies and eigen-states is shown in Fig. 2 . The unitary transformation matrix U between the eigen basis {|1 , |2 , |3 , |4 } and the bare basis {|ee , |gg , |eg , |ge }, defined by U ai = a|i (a and i label the bare and eigen states respectively), has the explicit expression
Under the Born-Markov approximation, the quantum master equation in the interaction picture reads [7] dρ
where ρ I is the reduced density operator of the coupled qubit system in the interaction picture,
is the density operator of the reservoirs with each reservoir at its own equilibrium state, and Tr B denotes the partial trace with respect to the degrees of freedom of the reservoirs. Going back to the Schrödinger picture, without making the secular approximation [26, 27, 30] , we finally arrive at the quantum master equation for the reduced density operator of the system, namely, the Bloch-Redfield equation: k δ(ω − ω ck ) are the spectral densities of the two reservoirs in contact with qubit 1 and 2, respectively [80] . 
−1 is the average particle number on frequency ω in the i-th reservoir, which follows the Bose-Einstein statistics (minus sign) for boson reservoirs and Fermi-Dirac statistics (plus sign) for fermion reservoirs, with µ i and T i the chemical potential and the temperature of the i-th reservoir, respectively. For boson reservoirs encountered in practice (such as photon or phonon baths), it is typical that the particle number is not conserved and as a result the chemical potential vanishes. Therefore, unless explicitly stated, we shall set µ i = 0 (i = 1, 2) for boson reservoirs, namely,
For fermion reservoirs we retain the chemical potentials, which means the system can exchange particles with the fermion reservoirs in processes conserving the particle number (e.g., in quantum dot systems). Note that in deriving the quantum master equation in Eq. (10), we have neglected the frequency shift terms. The quantum master equation expressed in terms of the density matrix elements is given in Appendix A. In the following sections of this paper, with the exception of Sec. VII A, we restrict ourselves to balanced and frequency-independent spectral densities, J 1 (δ/2 ± Ω/2) = J 2 (δ/2 ± Ω/2) = J. The effect of unbalanced and frequency-dependent spectral densities (Ohmic spectrum) is discussed in Sec. VII A.
To better understand the physical processes described by the quantum master equation, we notice that the form of the interaction Hamiltonian V in Eqs. (6)- (8) reveals that the interaction between the coupled qubit system and the reservoirs induces two groups of energylevel transitions in the system as shown in Fig. 2 . One group consists of the transitions |2 ↔ |4 and |3 ↔ |1 with the frequency (δ − Ω)/2, which is denoted by the red arrows. The other group consists of the transitions |1 ↔ |4 and |3 ↔ |2 with the frequency (δ + Ω)/2, denoted by the green arrows. Now we can better appreciate the physical meaning of the dissipators in Eqs. (12)- (13) . The dissipator D 0 [ρ] describes processes in which the energy emitted to the reservoirs when the system un-dergoes an energy-level transition is re-absorbed by the transitions in the same group with the same frequency. In contrast, the dissipator D s [ρ] describes processes in which the emission and re-absorption of energy are associated with energy-level transitions in different groups with different frequencies. Since the energy level transition frequencies in the two groups are in general different, the process described by D s [ρ] is usually considered a fast oscillating process and discarded by performing the socalled secular approximation.
The secular approximation works reasonably well in the equilibrium situation, with T 1 = T 2 for boson reservoirs or T 1 = T 2 , µ 1 = µ 2 for fermion reservoirs. In such a situation, the diagonal elements of the density matrix are decoupled from the off-diagonal ones, as can be checked from the dynamical equation for the density matrix elements in Appendix A. As a result, the density matrix of the equilibrium steady state is a diagonal matrix, without any coherence left in the energy eigen-state representation. However, in the nonequilibrium situation, with T 1 = T 2 for boson reservoirs and µ 1 = µ 2 and/or T 1 = T 2 for fermion reservoirs, the secular approximation ignores important effects, such as the quantum coherence in the nonequilibrium steady state [26, 27, 30] . Since nonequilibrium steady-state coherence is an important aspect in our study, we retain the non-secular terms D s [ρ] in the quantum master equation without performing the secular approximation. This, however, can leave us vulnerable to the issue of violating the positivity of the density matrix in some cases as mentioned in the introduction. We do our best to work in parameter regimes with positive density matrices and comment if an issue arises. Quantification of the validity regime of the Bloch-Redfield equation will be investigated in future work.
III. A COMPETITION PERSPECTIVE ON STEADY-STATE ENTANGLEMENT
In the previous section, we have derived the quantum master equation beyond the secular approximation. With the dynamical equations for the density matrix elements given in the Appendix, the steady state can be obtained by solving the equation dρ/dt = 0. The specific expressions of the analytical solution of the steady state will be given later. In this section we only need the generic form of the steady-state density matrix.
Without the secular approximation, the diagonal elements (populations) of the density matrix ρ ii (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) are in general coupled with a pair of off-diagonal elements (coherence) ρ 34 and ρ 43 . As a consequence, at the steady state the density matrix in the energy eigenstate representation has the generic form 
Here, ρ 34 and ρ 43 are the steady-state coherence induced by the nonequilibrium condition, which vanish at equilibrium as a consequence of the decoherence process. Transformed into the bare-state representation with the basis {|ee , |gg , |eg , |ge }, the density matrix becomes
where
Here w represents the quantum coherence in the barestate representation. At equilibrium we have ρ 34 = ρ 43 = 0 and thus w = sin θ(ρ 33 − ρ 44 )/2, which in general does not vanish unless λ = 0. In other words, due to the inter-qubit coupling, there is a residual quantum coherence in the bare-state representation even at equilibrium. When considering steady-state coherence induced by the nonequilibrium condition, we are always referring to the coherence in the eigen-state representation (ρ 34 and ρ 43 ) [26] .
The entanglement between the two qubits can be quantified by the concurrence [77] . For the density matrix in the bare basis in Eq. (17) , which is an example of the so-called "X-state" (when the base vectors are arranged in the order {|ee , |eg , |ge , |gg }), the concurrence has the expression [78, 79] 
The state is entangled whenever C > 0 and maximally entangled when C = 1. The expression of C suggests that the degree of entanglement, i.e. the value of concurrence, is determined by the competition between the coherence w and the populations a and d in the bare-state representation. The coherence contributes positively to concurrence (the term |w|) and the populations contribute negatively to concurrence (the term − √ ad). Only when the coherence dominates the populations (namely, |w| > √ ad) will the state become entangled. The underlying physics behind this literal interpretation of the concurrence expression can be better understood by writing the density matrix in Eq. (17) as ρ = ρ 1 ⊕ ρ 2 , where
Here ρ 1 and ρ 2 are "density matrices" (not normalized) in the Hilbert subspaces H 1 and H 2 spanned by {|ee , |gg } and {|eg , |ge }, respectively. First consider the special case ρ 1 = 0, i.e., a = d = 0. The density matrix then reduces to ρ 2 in H 2 spanned by {|eg , |ge }. In this case, the expression of concurrence becomes C = 2|w|, which means the entanglement is essentially quantified by the coherence between |eg and |ge in H 2 . This is intuitively understandable given how the Bell states (maximally entangled states) are constructed as the coherent superpositions of the pair of separable states |eg and |ge . When there are non-zero populations in H 1 (i.e., ad = 0), the state of the system becomes more mixed since ρ = ρ 1 ⊕ ρ 2 , or equivalently, ρ = p 1 ρ 1 + p 2 ρ 2 , where ρ 1 and ρ 2 (4 × 4 matrices) are normalized versions of ρ 1 and ρ 2 , respectively. It can be expected that the entanglement as a quantum property becomes weaker (at least not stronger) when the state becomes more mixed in a classical way. This is mathematically captured by the convexity property of concurrence,
, leading to C(ρ) ≤ 2|w| in this case. (Note that we have used C(ρ 1 ) = 0, which can also be intuitively understood from the fact that ρ 1 is a mixture of the two separable states |gg and |ee without entanglement.) Therefore, the negative contribution of the populations in H 1 to concurrence can be identified as the effect of mixing with separable states |gg and |ee . This is the mechanism of competition between the coherence in H 2 and the populations in H 1 that determines the entanglement of the steady state of the system. This competition perspective provides a basic structure to understand the behavior of the steady-state entanglement in both equilibrium and nonequilibrium settings as demonstrated in the following sections.
IV. ENTANGLEMENT AND COHERENCE IN THE EQUILIBRIUM SITUATION
In the equilibrium situation, the two baths share the same temperature and chemical potential. We consider the symmetric qubit case ω 1 = ω 2 = ω (θ = π/2) here. (The asymmetric qubit case will be discussed in Sec. VI.) Our focus in this section for the equilibrium setting is on the physical understanding of the behaviors of entanglement and coherence less explored in the previous work.
It can be shown that in the eigen-state representation, the coherence at the equilibrium steady state vanishes, i.e., ρ 34 = ρ 43 = 0, in agreement with decoherence. The populations can be found to be [17] 
where (25) is the normalization factor. The above analytical solution for the equilibrium case can also be obtained as the limit of the analytical solutions we have obtained for the more general nonequilibrium scenarios given later. According to Eq. (18), the coherence in the bare-state representation in this equilibrium setting reads
We will simply refer to w as coherence in this section given that the coherence in the eigen-state representation vanishes here. Notice that |3 = (|ge + |eg )/ √ 2 and |4 = (|ge − |eg )/ √ 2 (for θ = π/2) are both maximally entangled and coherent states. The expression of w in Eq. (26) shows that these two states work against each other, in the sense that the coherence and thus entanglement (coherence w contributes positively to entanglement) tend to decrease if the populations on these two states become more balanced and increase if more imbalanced. This may also be regarded as a "competition perspective".
A. Equilibrium Boson Reservoirs
We first consider the case that the qubits are immersed in equilibrium boson reservoirs with T 1 = T 2 = T . According to Eq. (14), we have
with ω b± = ω ± λ/2 (in the symmetric qubit case δ = 2ω, Ω = λ and λ < 2ω). The populations in the eigen-state representation can then be obtained from Eqs. (21)- (24), which agrees with the equilibrium canonical ensemble distribution ρ ii ∝ e −Ei/T . Thus the coherence, according to Eq. (26), has the explicit expression
and the concurrence can then be obtained as
The concurrence C and the coherence magnitude |w| are plotted in Fig. 3 . As can be seen, concurrence and coherence both increase as the inter-qubit coupling strength becomes larger. This behavior can be expected as stronger inter-qubit coupling tends to enhance the quantum connection between the two qubits, making them more "intertwined" with each other. It is also easy to show mathematically that C and |w| monotonically increase with λ. Note that when λ is small (e.g., the blue solid line in Fig. 3 (a) with λ = 2), the concurrence graph appears to be completely flat, with zero value (i.e., no entanglement). However, the concurrence actually still has non-zero values in a temperature range, just too small to be seen in the figure. In fact, according to Eq. (31), the concurrence takes positive values when sinh(λ/2T ) > 1, which leads to the temperature range 0 < T < T max with
The concurrence and coherence (in the bare-state representation) are both non-monotonic functions of the temperature as can be seen in Fig. 3(a) and (b) . The non-monotonic behavior can be explained by considering the low and high temperature regimes respectively. In the low temperature regime, close to the absolute zero, the system is almost exclusively populated on the ground state |2 =|gg with zero entanglement and coherence. When the temperature is increased, the first excited state |4 = (|ge −|eg )/ √ 2 starts to become populated, while |3 = (|ge +|eg )/ √ 2 and |1 = |ee remain much less populated. Since |3 and |4 work against each other in the sense of Eq. (26), the imbalance in their populations at this stage contributes to the increase of coherence. Moreover, since |1 is still underpopulated, the negative contribution of populations to concurrence ( √ ad = √ ρ 11 ρ 22 ) due to state mixing remains small. In other words, the coherence beats the populations in the battle of contributing to concurrence. These are the physical reasons why concurrence and coherence increase with temperature in the low temperature regime. Mathematically, for small T we have
which increases with temperature (note ω > λ/2). In the high temperature regime, all the four eigenstates are fairly populated (equally populated in the limit T → ∞). The more balanced populations on |3 and |4 weakens the coherence, resulting in the decreasing behavior of coherence with temperature in this regime. On the other hand, more balanced and significant populations on |1 and |2 enhance the negative contribution of populations to concurrence arising from state mixing. As a result, the populations take over in the competition with coherence, leading to zero concurrence in this regime. Mathematically, the Taylor expansion with respect to 1/T gives
which decreases with T and becomes less than zero (so that C = 0) when T is large enough. This approximate expression yields T max ≈ λ/2, at which point the concurrence becomes zero. The exact temperature at the turning point was given previously,
. At this temperature the positive contribution by coherence and negative contribution by populations to concurrence are exactly balanced. For temperatures higher than T max , the populations in |1 and 2 promoted by the thermal effect in the reservoirs beat the quantum coherence in |3 and |4 between the two qubits, resulting in vanishing entanglement.
The maximum concurrence that can be achieved or asymptotically approached in this setting is of particular interest. For fixed λ, it is not easy to obtain an explicit analytical expression for the maximum of C(T ). But we know that the concurrence increases monotonically with λ, and the upper bound of λ is 2ω due to the rotating wave approximation. (Actually the rotating wave approximation breaks down if λ is close to 2ω). Thus we only need to consider the asymptotic case λ → 2ω, which leads to
, with its maximum value 1/2 obtained as T → 0. That means, in this equilibrium boson reservoir setting, the maximum concurrence that can be achieved cannot exceed 1/2, one half of the maximum theoretical value of concurrence.
B. Equilibrium Fermion Reservoirs
To overcome the possible limitation in the approach of exchanging energy with the equilibrium boson reservoirs due to the thermal effects, we also investigate entanglement and coherence in relation to particle exchange (chemical potential) when the two qubits are immersed in equilibrium fermion reservoirs with T 1 = T 2 = T and 
In this setting, we have
with ω f ± = ω−µ±λ/2. The coherence has the expression
and the concurrence is given by
The graphs of C and |w| as functions of the chemical potential are shown in Fig. 4 , with the temperature fixed at a relatively low value T = 1.5. As can be expected, both concurrence and coherence increase with the inter-qubit coupling strength in general. However, when λ is too small (e.g., λ = 2), the concurrence vanishes completely as can be seen in Fig. (4) (a) (solid blue line). The concurrence here is genuinely zero in the entire range of µ, in contrast with the solid blue line in Fig. 3(a) where the concurrence only appears to be zero. According to Eq. (38), the concurrence vanishes completely when 0 < λ ≤ λ min with λ min = [2 ln(1 + √ 2)]T . It is easy to check that λ = 2 is in this range for T = 1.5. In this range, the thermal effect due to the temperature of the reservoirs overrides the quantum connection established by the inter-qubit coupling, leading to vanishing entanglement.
Then we also notice in Fig. (4) that the concurrence and coherence (in the bare-state representation) are both non-monotonic functions of the reservoir chemical potential (when λ > λ min for concurrence). The analytical expressions in Eqs. (36) and (38) show that the dependence on the chemical potential comes from the term cosh((ω − µ)/T ) in the denominator, which has a minimum value at µ = ω and reverses its monotonicity as µ crosses ω. This is the mathematical reason why concurrence and coherence vary non-monotonically with the chemical potential and have a maximum at µ = ω.
To gain a physical perspective on the features of concurrence and coherence in Fig. (4) , we notice that in this equilibrium scenario the populations actually follow the grand canonical ensemble distribution ρ ii ∝ e −(Ei−µNi)/T , given that the system can change both energy and particle with the equilibrium reservoir. Here N i is the particle number on the energy level E i . What is relevant is the particle number difference between energy levels instead of their absolute values. The form of the qubit-reservoir interaction Hamiltonian in Eq. (3) indicates that the particle number in the excited state |e of a qubit is one larger than that in the ground state |g due to particle absorption from the reservoir. This translates into the particle number assignment N 1 = 2, N 2 = 0, N 3 = N 4 = 1 for the eigen-states. Up to a normalization factor, the grand canonical distribution then yields
. This suggests the introduction of the 'effective' energies ±(ω − µ) and ±λ/2 associated with |1 , |2 , |3 , |4 , respectively, which determine the populations on these eigen-states. The chemical potential simply adjusts the effective energy level spacing between |1 and |2 while |3 and |4 are fixed. As µ increases, |1 and |2 become effectively closer, and coincide with each other at µ = ω, after which they split up again. This process is symmetric with respect to the cross-over point µ = ω, as far as concurrence and coherence are concerned. This explains the feature that C and |w| are symmetric with respect to µ = ω (with ω = 10) in Fig. 4 (for fermion reservoirs µ can also take negative values). Moreover, as |1 and |2 get closer to each other with increasing µ, the combined weights of the populations on |1 and |2 decrease. (This can be understood by considering the extreme cases of a very large and a very small level spacing.) Roughly speaking, this means there is a population transfer from |1 and |2 together to |3 and |4 . In turn it suggests an increase in entanglement and coherence, given that |3 and |4 are entangled and coherent states while |1 and |2 are separable and incoherent states. This provides an intuitive perspective on the increasing interval of entanglement and coherence as µ < ω. When µ further increases beyond ω, the process is reversed according to the symmetry argument above. That is, the separable and incoherent states |1 and |2 together become more populated, while the entangled and coherent states |3 and |4 become less populated. This suggests the decrease of entanglement and coherence with µ as µ > ω.
Thus we can intuitively understand the non-monotonic behaviors of entanglement and coherence in Fig. 4 .
The maximum concurrence is achieved at µ = ω with the value C max = [sinh(λ/2T ) − 1]/[1 + cosh(λ/2T )] for λ > λ min . As the temperature T approaches the absolute zero, this value approaches one, the theoretical maximum value of concurrence. In other words, in this equilibrium fermion reservoir setting, maximally entangled state with concurrence one can be approached as T → 0 with µ = ω and fixed positive λ. The physics is easy to understand in the picture of the effective energy introduced in the previous paragraph. At µ = ω, the effective energies of |1 and |2 both become zero, which means these two levels effectively coincide with each other in between |3 and |4 (with effective energies ±λ/2). Thus the effective ground state with the lowest effective energy becomes |4 = (|ge − |eg )/ √ 2, a maximally entangled state with concurrence one. At absolute zero, the system is only populated in |4 , thus maximally entangled.
Judging from the maximum concurrence that can be asymptotically achieved or approached, equilibrium fermion reservoir with particle exchange (maximum concurrence 1) is more beneficial to enhancing quantum entanglement than equilibrium boson reservoir with energy exchange (maximum concurrence not exceeding 1/2). However, since these two settings use different approaches of system-reservoir exchange (energy exchange versus particle exchange), one may wonder to what extent the difference between the statistics in these two settings played a role. To place the two types of reservoirs on an equal footing, we may also consider boson reservoirs with a chemical potential that can exchange particle with the system. At equilibrium, the expressions of the populations and thus the coherence and concurrence in this boson bath setting are actually the same as those in the fermion setting in Eqs. (36)- (38) , in agreement with the grand canonical ensemble. However, there is one important difference. That is, the chemical potential of the boson reservoir is negative (due to the BosonEinstein statistics), while there is no such constraint on the fermion reservoir chemical potential. This sign restriction on the boson reservoir chemical potential prevents it from taking the value µ = ω to achieve maximum concurrence as in the fermion case. Therefore, the difference in statistics did play an important role in manifesting different entanglement behaviors in these two equilibrium settings.
V. ENTANGLEMENT AND COHERENCE IN THE NONEQUILIBRIUM SITUATION
In the pervious section we investigated the steady-state entanglement and coherence for the equilibrium situation. We now consider the nonequilibrium setup when the two reservoirs have different temperatures (boson reservoirs) or chemical potentials (fermion reservoirs). We still focus on the symmetric qubit case ω 1 = ω 2 = ω (θ = π/2, δ = 2ω, Ω = λ). We have obtained the analytical expressions of the steady-state density matrix for the nonequilibrium scenario, using the method outlined in Appendix B. To express the analytical solutions in a concise form, we introduce the following notations
± Ω/2) and N i (ω) is the average particle number on frequency ω in the i-th reservoir that obeys Bose-Einstein or Fermi-Dirac statistics. Notice that N ± = 0 at equilibrium and in general N ± = 0 in a nonequilibrium setting when the two reservoirs have different temperatures or chemical potentials. This means N ± can be considered as indicators of the nonequilibrium condition. On the other hand,N ± as the particle number averaged between the two baths represent a form of average equilibrium effect of the two baths.
A. Nonequilibrium Boson Reservoirs
We consider the two coupled qubits embedded in their individual boson reservoirs at different temperatures. The nonequilibrium condition is characterized by the temperature difference ∆T = T 2 − T 1 .
The expressions of the steady-state populations in the eigen-state representation are obtained as
and the steady-state coherence in the eigen-state representation has the expression
In the above, Ω ′ = Ω/J is the rescaled Rabi frequency and N is the normalization factor given by
Accordingly, the coherence in the bare-state representation (for the symmetric qubit case) is given by
and the concurrence can be obtained from
with a = ρ 11 and d = ρ 22 . The steady-state solution in Eqs. (41)- (45) has the structure of an average equilibrium solution plus nonequilibrium corrections. It is easy to check that this nonequilibrium solution reduces to the equilibrium one when ∆T = 0 by noticing that N ± = 0 so that r 1 = r 2 = s 1 = s 2 = 0 and ρ 34 = 0 at equilibrium. In this sense, the terms involving r 1 , r 2 , s 1 , s 2 and ρ 34 represent nonequilibrium corrections. The rest of the terms represent the average equilibrium solution determined byN ± . For the boson bath case here (the chemical potential is zero), it may be suggestive to introduce an effective temperature T eff defined in terms ofN (ω) = [N 1 (ω)+ N 2 (ω)]/2 by the Bose-Einstein statisticsN (ω) = 1/(e ω/T eff −1). However, the effective temperature T eff defined this way, in general, is not only determined by T 1 and T 2 of the two baths, but also dependent on ω. This meansN (ω), in general, cannot be truly associated with an effective equilibrium bath with a constant temperature T eff . But in the near equilibrium regime (∆T = T 2 −T 1 is small) or in the high temperature regime (T 1 and T 2 are both high), we have
which is a constant temperature independent of ω. Therefore, in these regimes the average equilibrium solution may be interpreted as effectively generated by an equilibrium bath with the average temperature of the two baths. Our numerical calculations produce consistent results with the analytical solution. The concurrence and the coherence in the eigen-state representation are plotted in Fig. 5 (a) and (b) , respectively. To understand the behavior of the concurrence in terms of the competition between |w| and √ ad, we also plotted |w|, a, d and √ ad in Fig. 5 (c) , (d), (e) and (f), respectively. The temperature difference is restricted to a relatively small range ∆T ∈ [0, 5] to conform to physically reasonable temperature conditions in quantum physics experiments and avoid possible artifacts that may arise from applying the Bloch-Redfield equation outside its valid parameter ranges.
As can be seen in Fig. 5 (b) , the coherence in the eigen-state representation ρ 34 , which represents the coherence induced by the nonequilibrium condition, increases monotonically with the nonequilibrium condition characterized by the temperature difference ∆T . (This monotonic behavior continues even when ∆T becomes large.) The analytical expression of ρ 34 in Eq. (45) dictates its behavior with respect to ∆T given its dependence on the nonequilibrium indicators N ± , which vanish at equilibrium and start to increase in magnitude when displaced from equilibrium. In Fig. 5 (b) we can also see that for fixed ∆T , the value of |ρ 34 | increases with the base temperature T 1 . However, as T 1 becomes higher (not shown in the figure), this behavior becomes reversed (i.e., |ρ 34 | will decrease with T 1 ) and |ρ 34 | becomes very small when T 1 is very high. This can be understood as the thermal effect prevailing over the quantum effect (coherence) when the temperatures of both baths are high.
The concurrence, as shown in Fig. 5 (a) , in general displays non-monotonic behaviors with respect to the temperature difference. More specifically, when the base temperature T 1 is relatively low (e.g., T 1 = 1.2 and T 1 = 2 in the figure), the concurrence first increases and then decreases with ∆T until it hits zero. When T 1 becomes higher (e.g., T 1 = 3), however, the concurrence decreases monotonically with ∆T . Moreover, when T 1 is further increased (e.g., T 1 = 5, not shown in the figure), the concurrence vanishes completely, irrespective of the temperature difference ∆T .
The behavior of concurrence can be understood from the perspective of the competition between |w| (the coherence between |eg and |ge ) and √ ad (the populations on |ee and |gg ). |w| and √ ad both increase monotonically with ∆T as shown in Fig. 5 (c) and (f) , respectively. However, how fast they increase with ∆T is dependent on the base temperature T 1 as well as the value of ∆T .
For a low base temperature, when ∆T is small, which implies that the temperatures of both baths are low, the system is mainly populated on the ground state, with d ≈ 1 and a ≈ 0 resulting in √ ad ≈ 0, as can also be seen in Fig. 5 (d) , (e) and (f) for T 1 = 1.2. In this regime, the concurrence is dominated by the behavior of the coherence |w| that increases with ∆T , leading to the monotonically increasing interval of the concurrence. When ∆T becomes larger, however, √ ad increases faster with ∆T than |w| does, resulting in the monotonically decreasing interval of the concurrence until it vanishes as √ ad ≥ |w|. For a higher base temperature (e.g., T 1 = 3), even in the small ∆T regime, the temperatures of both baths (T 2 ≥ T 1 ) have already allowed the system to populate less unevenly between the ground state and the excited state, so that √ ad is not that small as in the case T 1 = 1.2 for the behavior of |w| to dominate. Instead, √ ad increases with ∆T faster than |w| in the range of ∆T considered and thus the concurrence decreases monotonically with ∆T in this regime.
For an even higher base temperature (e.g., T 1 = 5), the ground state and the excited states will be more evenly populated (which becomes almost uniformly distributed in extremely high temperatures). As a result, the population term √ ad overrides the coherence term |w| for all ∆T , leading to vanishing concurrence irrespective of ∆T . This is the thermal effect beating the quantum connection (entanglement) in high temperatures. This result also suggests that, to exploit the nonequilibrium condition (in this case the temperature difference) in enhancing entanglement, the temperature of at least one bath needs to be low enough to make sure that the thermal effect does not dominate; otherwise it will be futile to merely adjust the nonequilibrium condition.
Another perspective to understand the behavior of the concurrence in the near equilibrium regime (i.e., when ∆T is very small) is based on the effective temperature in Eq. (54) . In the near equilibrium regime, the nonequilibrium corrections are very small, so that the average equilibrium solution dominates, which means the system behaves almost like an equilibrium one, with the equilibrium temperature replaced by the average temperatureT = (T 1 + T 2 )/2 of the two baths. With T 1 fixed, increasing T 2 (thus increasing ∆T ) means the average temperatureT starts to increase from T 1 . We have already discussed how the concurrence behaves with temperature in the equilibrium boson bath case. As can be seen in Fig. 3 (a) (the line for λ = 6), the concurrence will start to either increase or decrease with the temperature, depending on its initial value. In this particular case (λ = 6), the temperature at which the concurrence changes behavior from increasing to decreasing is around T ≈ 2.4. This means for T 1 < 2.4, the concurrence will start to increase as ∆T is increased, while for T 1 > 2.4 it will start to decrease. This explains why in Fig. 5 (a) the lines for T 1 = 1.2 and T 1 = 2 have an initially increasing segment, while that for T 1 = 3 does not.
In addition, we remark that our analytical solution and numerical calculation indicate that when the base temperature is not too low, as for the cases considered in Fig. 5 , the concurrence will revive when the temperature difference ∆T becomes very large and it approaches non-vanishing values in the limit ∆T → ∞. (The analytical solution in this case can be obtained by replacing N ± 2 with its asymptotic form at high temperature, T 2 /(ω ± λ/2), and then taking the limit T 2 → ∞.) However, we cannot be certain whether this is a genuine physical effect or merely an artifact created by applying the Bloch-Redfield equation out of its range of validity. A further investigation on this issue with solutions to the exact dynamics is certainly worthwhile, which is, however, beyond the scope of the present paper.
B. Nonequilibrium Fermion Reservoirs
Then we consider the two coupled qubits in contact with their individual fermion reservoirs with the same temperature T 1 = T 2 but different chemical potentials µ 1 = µ 2 . The nonequilibrium condition is characterized by the chemical potential difference ∆µ = µ 2 − µ 1 .
The analytical solution of the steady-state density matrix for the fermion bath case is even simpler than that for the boson bath case. The steady-state populations in the eigen-state representation have the expressions
and the steady-state coherence in the eigen-state representation is given by
and Ω ′ = Ω/J. Accordingly, the coherence in the barestate representation w and the concurrence C can be calculated using Eqs. (52) and (53), respectively.
The analytical solution also has the clear structure of an average equilibrium solution (associated withN ± ) corrected by nonequilibrium contributions (associated with N ± ). At equilibrium with µ 1 = µ 2 and T 1 = T 2 , we have N ± = 0 and thus ρ 34 = R = 0, reducing the nonequilibrium solution to the equilibrium one. R and ρ 34 represent nonequilibrium corrections, while the rest represent the average equilibrium solution. We may introduce an effective chemical potential µ eff defined in terms of N (ω) = [N 1 (ω) + N 2 (ω)]/2 by the Fermi-Dirac statistics N (ω) = 1/(e (ω−µ eff )/T + 1) where T = T 1 = T 2 . In general,μ is dependent on µ 1 and µ 2 as well as ω and T . In the near equilibrium regime (∆µ is small), we have
Then the average equilibrium solution in the near equilibrium regime may be interpreted as being generated by an effective equilibrium fermion reservoir with temperature T and chemical potentialμ.
The concurrence and the coherence in the eigen-state and bare-state representations as functions of ∆µ for different values of µ 1 are plotted in Fig. 6 (a), (b) and (c), respectively. The parameters of ω and λ are the same as those for the boson bath case. The temperatures of the two fermion baths, set equal to each other (T 1 = T 2 = 1.5), have the same order of magnitude as those for the boson bath case. This is to make the fermion bath case more or less comparable with the boson bath case, although the nonequilibrium conditions in these two cases are different (temperature difference versus chemical potential difference).
We first have a look at the coherence ρ 34 induced by the nonequilibrium condition illustrated in Fig. 6 (b) . As one can see, the magnitude of ρ 34 increases monotonically with the nonequilibrium condition characterized by ∆µ. When ∆µ becomes large enough, |ρ 34 | approaches some asymptotic values depending on the value of µ 1 . Also, for a large base chemical potential µ 1 , the nonequilibriuminduced coherence ρ 34 becomes very small regardless of the nonequilibrium condition ∆µ.
On the other hand, the concurrence shown in Fig. 6  (a) has a more complicated behavior with respect to ∆µ, depending on the value of the base chemical potential µ 1 . For small µ 1 (µ 1 < ω), the concurrence is a non-monotonic function of ∆µ, which first increases and then decreases with ∆µ. For a larger µ 1 (µ 1 > ω), the concurrence decreases monotonically from its equilibrium value as ∆µ increases. As µ 1 becomes large enough (e.g. µ 1 = 22), the concurrence is significantly suppressed no matter how large ∆µ is, similar to the behavior of the coherence ρ 34 . In addition, the concurrence also approaches some fixed values as ∆µ grows large enough.
The common behavior of the coherence ρ 34 and the concurrence at large base chemical potential µ 1 (both are significantly suppressed regardless of ∆µ) can be understood as follows. Note that ∆µ ≥ 0, which means a large µ 1 also implies a large µ 2 . That is, the chemical potential of both fermion baths are large. For large chemical potentials, we have N
which implies that the nonequilibrium indicators N ± ≈ 0. Therefore, this situation is almost like an equilibrium one, regardless of the value of ∆µ. This explains the vanishing behavior of ρ 34 at large µ 1 . Moreover, given that particles tend to flow from higher chemical potentials to lower ones, the large chemical potentials in both baths mean the two qubits are both likely to be excited to the state |e by the particle influx from the reservoirs, so that the system is mainly populated on the separable state |ee (i.e., ρ 11 ≈ 1), leading to diminished entanglement. This accounts for the suppressed concurrence at large µ 1 . This result suggests that, in order to exploit the nonequilibrium condition (chemical potential difference) to effectively enhance steady-state entanglement, the chemical potential of one bath needs to be low enough.
As to the asymptotic behavior of the concurrence and the coherence for large ∆µ, this belongs to the strong nonequilibrium regime. Notice that µ 1 is fixed and large ∆µ simply means large µ 2 . The particular physical condition here is that the second bath becomes saturated due to its high chemical potential, so that particles mainly flow from the second bath to the system and rarely the other way around. Mathematically, as ∆µ → ∞ (µ 2 → ∞), we have N Then we consider the opposite regime, namely, the near equilibrium regime when ∆µ is very small. In particular, we want to understand the feature of the concurrence in this regime. (The coherence ρ 34 is expected to increase with ∆µ in this regime as it represents nonequilibrium corrections.) In this regime the nonequilibrium corrections are not significant and the solution is dominated by the effective equilibrium part. This means the system behaves almost like an equilibrium system with a chemical potentialμ = (µ 1 + µ 2 )/2. With µ 1 fixed, increasing ∆µ from zero is equivalent to increasingμ from µ 1 . From the study in the equilibrium fermion bath case as illustrated in Fig. 4 (a) , we know that the concurrence is a non-monotonic function of µ maximized at µ = ω, with µ < ω the increasing interval and µ > ω the decreasing interval. Therefore, when µ 1 < ω, increasing ∆µ will increase the concurrence, while the opposite is true when µ 1 > ω, as long as ∆µ is sufficiently small for the near equilibrium condition to hold. This explains an important feature of the concurrence in Fig. 6 (a) that, as ∆µ increases, there is an initially increasing interval for µ 1 < ω, while there is no such interval if µ 1 > ω.
Combining the perspectives in the near equilibrium regime and the strong nonequilibrium regime, and interpolating the regimes in between the two extremes, we can roughly account for the major features of the concurrence and the coherence ρ 34 in the entire nonequilibrium regime. For instance, the non-monotonic behavior of the concurrence for µ 1 < ω is explained by the fact that it first goes up in the near equilibrium regime and that it eventually approaches an asymptotic value lower than its equilibrium value, which implies that it has to go down somewhere in the middle (assuming that it is a continuous function). This approach of interpolation cannot explain more specific features in the moderate nonequilibrium regime though. Fortunately, in our case, there seems to be nothing bizarre in between.
The concurrence can also be investigated from the perspective of the competition between the coherence |w| (in the bare-state representation) and the population √ ad (a = ρ 11 and d = ρ 22 ). It turns out that the qualitative features of the concurrence in relation to ∆µ is captured by those of the coherence |w|, as is evident by comparing Fig. 6 (a) and (c) . For instance, |w| is also a non-monotonic function of ∆µ for µ 1 < ω. The population term √ ad is a monotonic function of ∆µ, which did not alter the qualitative features of the coherence |w|. Hence, as far as the major features of the concurrence is concerned, the coherence |w| comes out a winner in the competition with the population term √ ad. We also remark that, the entanglement in the fermion bath case is about one order larger than in the boson bath case in the parameter regimes considered, as can be seen by comparing Fig. 5(a) with Fig. 6(a) . This seems to suggest that fermion baths may have an advantage in enhancing entanglement in the nonequilibrium setting compared to boson baths. However, one needs to be careful with the interpretation of this result. Two different nonequilibrium conditions are used in the boson bath case and the fermion bath case, namely, the temperature difference accompanied by energy exchange for the boson bath case and the chemical potential difference accompanied by particle exchange for the fermion bath case. Hence, the difference in the results may arise from two distinct factors, that is, different nonequilibrium mechanisms (energy exchange versus particle exchange) and different statistics (Bose-Einstein statistics versus Fermi-Dirac statistics). Our investigation on this issue with analytical solutions (applicable even if µ = 0 for boson baths) as well as numerical calculations suggests that both factors played a role. We find that the exchange of particle (induced by the chemical potential difference) between the system and reservoirs generally has a beneficial effect on enhancing the steady-state entanglement than the exchange of energy (induced by the temperature difference) when the statistics of the baths is fixed. As to the statistics, one way it played a role is that the chemical potential of boson baths can only be negative while that of fermion baths has no such restriction.
VI. ANALYTICAL SOLUTION AND ENTANGLEMENT PHASE DIAGRAMS FOR ASYMMETRIC QUBITS
In previous sections we investigated the steady-state entanglement and coherence of the symmetric qubit system (ω 1 = ω 2 ) in both equilibrium and nonequilibrium settings. In this section we study the more general scenario when the two qubits have an energy detuning (ω 1 = ω 2 ).
We have also obtained the analytical solution for the asymmetric qubit case, which turns out to be generalizable from that for the symmetric qubit case by a simple map. By introducinḡ
the asymmetric qubit solution can be obtained by replacingN ± and N ± in the symmetric qubit solution withN ± and N ± , respectively. (Recall the definitions
2 )/2.) More explicitly, for asymmetric qubits coupled to boson baths, the steady-state solution reads
where N is the normalization factor and
For asymmetric qubits coupled to fermion baths, the steady-state solution is given by
and Ω ′ = Ω/J. The coherence in the bare-state representation can be calculated with w = sin θ(ρ 33 − ρ 44 )/2 + cos 2 (θ/2)ρ 34 − sin 2 (θ/2)ρ 43 and the concurrence is given by C = 2 max(0, |w| − √ ρ 11 ρ 22 ).
The symmetric qubit solutions in Eqs. (41)- (51) for boson baths and Eqs. (55)- (60) for fermion baths are special cases of the above general solution given thatN ± and N ± reduce toN ± and N ± , respectively, when ω 1 = ω 2 (θ = π/2). The structure of the maps in Eq. (62) suggests a close connection between the detuning in the two qubits (manifested in the mixing angle θ) and the nonequilibrium conditions (indicated by N ± ). Our numerical results support such a connection.
The numerical results are presented in the entanglement phase diagrams in Fig. 7 (a) for boson reservoirs and Fig. 7 (b) for fermion reservoirs. The entanglement phase diagrams are contour plots of the steady-state entanglement, quantified by concurrence, as functions of the nonequilibrium condition (∆T for boson reservoirs and ∆µ for fermion reservoirs) and the energy detuning ∆ = ω 1 − ω 2 of the two qubits.
The symmetry in the setup of the qubits and the baths (switching qubit one and bath one simultaneously with qubit two and bath two, respectively, would not change the physics) is important for our discussions in this section. To highlight this symmetry, we adopt a symmetric way of varying the parameters, which is different from that used in the previous sections but does not change the essential physics. More specifically, in the entanglement phase diagrams, we keep fixedω = (ω 1 + ω 2 )/2 for the two qubits,T = (T 1 + T 2 )/2 for the two boson baths, andμ = (µ 1 + µ 2 )/2 for the two fermion baths, while varying ∆ = ω 1 − ω 2 , ∆T = T 2 − T 1 and ∆µ = µ 2 − µ 1 , respectively. The ranges for the varying parameters are restricted by |∆| < √ 4ω 2 − λ 2 according to the rotating wave approximation, |∆T | ≤ 2T to ensure that the temperatures of both boson baths are non-negative, and unrestricted ∆µ as the chemical potentials of the fermion baths can be positive or negative. As one can see in Fig. 7 (a) and (b), the entanglement phase diagrams are symmetric with respect to the origin, reflecting the symmetry in the setup of the qubits and the baths.
In the entanglement phase diagram for the boson bath case in Fig. 7 (a) , the entanglement has higher values in the top-right and bottom-left corners, where its value can reach about 0.12, roughly ten times that in the equilibrium case (for λ = 6 and T = 3). In the top-right corner, ∆ > 0 and ∆T > 0, that is, ω 1 > ω 2 and T 1 < T 2 (note that ∆ = ω 1 − ω 2 while ∆T = T 2 − T 1 ). Accordingly, in the bottom-left corner ω 1 < ω 2 and T 1 > T 2 . This suggests that, to enhance the steady-state entanglement of the system by exploiting the nonequilibrium condition and the detuning of the two qubits, it is advantageous to couple the qubit with a higher frequency to the boson bath with a lower temperature.
For the fermion bath case, the entanglement phase diagram in Fig. 7 (b) shows that the concurrence has a maximum within quadrant I and another maximum in quadrant III due to the symmetric setup. The maximum concurrence achieved is close to 0.5, about five times that of the equilibrium fermion bath case (at µ = 4) and also about five times the value in the phase diagram of the boson bath base. In addition, coupling the qubit with a higher frequency to the fermion bath with a lower chemical potential also has a beneficial effect on promoting the steady-state entanglement.
The above observation that high entanglement is achieved for asymmetric qubits ω 2 < ω 1 when T 2 > T 1 (boson baths) or µ 2 > µ 1 (fermion baths) suggests a compensation mechanism between the detuning of the two qubits and the nonequilibrium condition of the two baths. A possible explanation is that the difference of the temperature or chemical potential of the two baths may strengthen the effective coupling between the two detuned qubits, leading to elevated entanglement between them.
We remark that there are two regions in Fig. 7 (b) with their boundaries marked out with dashed black lines (the locations of the boundaries are not intended to be exact). In these two regions there are minor violations of the positivity of the density matrix (ρ 11 has negative values of the order 10 −4 ), suggesting that the conditions in these parameter regimes are outside the validity range of the Bloch-Redfield equation. The phase diagram within these regions are obtained by taking only the real part of √ ad in the calculation of the concurrence, producing a smooth transition across the boundaries of these regions. A more rigorous treatment may involve comparing with steady-state solutions to the exact dynamics of the system so that the validity regime of the Bloch-Redfield equation in this case may be quantified, which is reserved for future work. We note that all other figures in previous sections were obtained within parameter regimes that guarantee the positivity of the density matrix.
VII. EFFECT OF SPECTRAL DENSITIES AND CONNECTION TO ENERGY CURRENT
The results in previous sections were restricted to balanced and frequency-independent spectral densities, namely, J 1 (δ/2 ± Ω/2) = J 2 (δ/2 ± Ω/2) = J. It is worthwhile to investigate how more complex spectral densities may affect those findings. In addition, the nonequilibrium nature of the system is also signified by the nonvanishing energy current at steady state, characterizing the transport features. It is of interest to explore how the energy current is connected to the nonequilibrium condition and the steady-state coherence and entanglement. An in-depth study of these problems entails extensive exposition that goes beyond the scope of the present paper. In this section we present some preliminary results on these questions and leave more systematic investigations for future work. 
A. Reservoirs with the Ohmic spectrum
To investigate the effect of spectral densities, we consider reservoirs with the Ohmic spectrum [80] 
where α 1 and α 2 are the dissipation coefficients and ω c1 and ω c2 denote the cutoff frequencies. Note that, in order to guarantee the validity of the Markovian approximation, the parameters in the spectral densities need to conform with the condition {J 1 (ω), J 2 (ω)} ≪ {ω 1 , ω 2 , λ}, especially in the vicinity of ω = δ/2 ± Ω/2. The steady-state coherence and entanglement are plotted in Fig. 8 (a) and (b) for boson reservoirs with a temperature difference and Fig. 8 (c) and (d) for fermion reservoirs with a chemical potential difference. Compared to the balanced and frequency-independent cases shown in Figs. 5 and 6, the results in Fig. 8 , obtained with the Ohmic spectrum, are not so much qualitatively different. However, these results do suggest that unbalanced couplings to the reservoirs in a particular manner may enhance the steady-state coherence and entanglement. More specifically, a stronger coupling between the system and the reservoir with a higher temperature (boson reservoirs) or chemical potential (fermion reservoirs) tends to increase the steady-state coherence and entanglement. This is reflected in Fig. 8 by the fact that the steady-state coherence and entanglement have higher (lower) values for α 2 > α 1 (α 2 < α 1 ) than for α 2 = α 1 , when T 2 > T 1 or µ 2 > µ 1 .
B. Connection to the energy current
To investigate the energy current at the nonequilibrium steady state, we reorganize the dissipators in the master equation in Eq. (10) according to the labels of each individual reservoir. More specifically, the dissipator can be rewritten as
is the dissipator associated with the reservoir in contact with qubit 1 (qubit 2). Here (12) and (13). The energy current from the i-th reservoir to the system at the steady state is given by [81] [82] [83] [84] . Energy conservation at the steady state dictates that I 1 + I 2 = 0. Thus, without loss of generality, we only focus on the energy current I 2 .
In Fig. 9 , for different inter-qubit coupling strengths, we plotted the energy current as a function of the nonequilibrium condition (temperature difference for boson reservoirs in Fig. 9 (a) and chemical potential difference for fermion reservoirs in Fig. 9(b) ). As one can see, I 2 > 0 when T 2 > T 1 (boson reservoirs) or µ 2 > µ 1 (fermion reservoirs), indicating that an energy current flows from the reservoir with a higher temperature or chemical potential to that with a lower one through the coupled qubit system, as expected. In both cases, the energy current increases with the nonequilibrium condition and the inter-qubit coupling strength. Further comparison with Fig. 5(b) and Fig. 6(b) reveals that, for both boson and fermion reservoirs, the energy current displays monotonic behaviors with respect to the nonequilibrium condition, similar to the steady-state coherence. The resemblance is also evident in the feature of saturation at large chemical potential difference for the fermion reservoir case, as seen in Fig. 6(b) and Fig. 9(b) . This suggests a close connection between the energy current and the steady-state coherence (in the energy representation) that both originate from the nonequilibrium condition [26, 30] . In contrast, there does not seem to be a simple correlation between the energy current and the steadystate entanglement. This may be partly due to the fact that the energy current is partitioned to support both steady-state coherence and populations [30] , while the concurrence quantifying entanglement in our case is a result of the competition between the coherence and the populations as discussed in Sec. III.
VIII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we studied the steady-state entanglement and coherence of two coupled qubits each embedded in a local boson or fermion reservoir, using the Bloch- Redfield master equation beyond the secular approximation. We obtained general analytical solutions to the steady state of the master equation, which, combined with numerical results, allowed us to explore in detail the behaviors of entanglement and coherence at the steady state. Most features of the entanglement and coherence can be accounted for by interpolating their asymptotic behaviors in extreme conditions (e.g., the near equilibrium regime and the strong nonequilibrium regime) and from the perspective that concurrence is determined by the competition between coherence and population in the bare-state representation.
In the equilibrium situation, we found that the entanglement varies non-monotonically with the temperature or chemical potential and becomes significantly diminished if the inter-qubit coupling is too weak, while the coherence in the eigen-state representation vanishes due to decoherence as expected. In the nonequilibrium situation, there is non-vanishing steady-state coherence in the eigen-state representation that grows monotonically with the nonequilibrium condition (temperature difference or chemical potential difference), while the steadystate entanglement in general behaves non-monotonically with the nonequilibrium condition. When the base temperature or chemical potential is high enough, the steady-state entanglement and coherence, however, become strongly suppressed irrespective of the strength of the nonequilibrium condition. We also demonstrated in the entanglement phase diagrams that combining the nonequilibrium condition with the detuning of the two qubits in a compensatory way (coupling the qubit with higher frequency to the reservoir with lower temperature or chemical potential) can boost the steady-state entanglement roughly 5 ∼ 10 times that of the corresponding equilibrium symmetric qubit case. In addition, there is sizable improvement in entanglement when the qubits are coupled to fermion reservoirs exchanging particles with the system compared to boson reservoirs exchanging energy with the system under similar conditions.
Our study suggests some viable strategies that may be used to benefit the optimization of the steady-state entanglement in the coupled qubit system, which include the following: use sufficiently strong inter-qubit coupling; maintain the temperature or chemical potential of one bath at a relatively low level; keep the temperature difference or chemical potential difference of the two baths at a moderate level; couple the qubit with a higher frequency to the bath with a lower temperature or chemical potential; implement a stronger coupling between the system and the reservoir with a higher temperature or chemical potential; couple the qubits to fermion reservoirs exchanging particles with the system over boson reservoirs exchanging energy with the system. These strategies are intended to be used as general guidelines which need to be supplemented with more detailed analysis of the steady-state entanglement in relation to the inter-qubit coupling strength, the detuning of the two qubits, the nonequilibrium condition etc as done in this work, in order to achieve optimized results of enhanced steady-state entanglement.
There is a possibility that our results on the nonequilibrium enhanced steady-state entanglement and coherence may be experimentally tested in the foreseeable future. For the case of boson reservoirs, the coupled-qubit system can be realized by superconducting charge qubits [85] , and the nonequilibrium condition indicated by the temperature difference of the reservoirs can be adjusted by tuning diluted magnetic refrigerators. The nonequilibrium condition may also be created by coupling the qubits to reservoirs with different coupling strengths. On the other hand, the fermion reservoir case can be experimentally realized using hybrid circuit-QED [86] , in which semiconducting quantum dots define the qubits that are coupled to the leads serving as electron reservoirs [87, 88] . The nonequilibrium condition characterized by the chemical potential difference can be created by the bias voltage of the leads. Furthermore, quantum state tomography has been widely applied in reconstructing the density matrix of quantum systems. In particular, the schemes to reconstruct the density matrix of the twoqubit system have been proposed [89, 90] . The steadystate entanglement and coherence can thus be obtained from the experimentally reconstructed steady-state density matrix. Therefore, there is a good chance the theoretical and numerical results presented in this paper can be tested against experiments in the near future.
The approach in this study and some of the general guidelines proposed for the coupled qubit system may be extended to more general settings to optimize the nonequilibrium steady-state entanglement and coherence, which may have potential applications in quantum communication and the design of quantum devices working in noisy nonequilibrium environments. In future work, we intend to quantify the range of validity of the Bloch-Redfield master equation used in this study and compare the results here with those based on exact dynamics of the system with the non-Markovian effects fully taken into account. A more systematic investigation on the influence of spectral densities in the non-Markovian regime as well as the connection to the energy current will also be considered. Note that among all the off-diagonal elements of the density matrix, only ρ 34 and ρ 43 (= ρ * 34 ) are relevant here, as the rest of them are decoupled and approach zero in the steady state.
